For Crewe’s design and engineering teams, the new Continental GT coupe is an opportunity to set a bold and exciting direction for one of Bentley’s most revered names – the Continental. The seminal and highly successful Continental GT introduced in 2003 represented the first step in Bentley’s renaissance and defined a whole new market segment. It was a luxury GT offering excellent usability that remained true to the Bentley grand touring spirit.

Now the new Continental GT 4-seat coupe builds on the success of its iconic predecessor, capturing that GT spirit but with even higher standards of design, engineering, luxury, craftsmanship, dynamic performance, everyday practicality and refinement.

Venue: Bentley Motors, Pym's Lane, Crewe, CW1 3PL
Tuesday 8th November 2011. Start:- 18.30 for 19.00

Pre-registration is essential for this event - please contact:
David Rogers  Tel: 07966 453177  Email: northwestad@imechenetwork.org

Next Events - what, when where...
Bladon Jets, Micro Gas Turbines - 17th January - Bentley Motors, Crewe
CENEX - Turning the white van 'Green' - 7th February - David Lloyd Centre, Chorley